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Abstract

Organizations often rely on experts to evaluate new projects and ideas. When experts eval-
uate ideas collaboratively, they must evaluate not only the idea, but also “meta-evaluate”
the judgment of other experts. Here, we report a field experiment on the role that epistemic
and social groups play in how experts meta-evaluate. After 277 faculty members from 26
US medical schools completed independent reviews of project proposals in biomedicine, we
exposed them to artificial scores attributed to anonymous “other reviewers,” and enabled
them to update initial assessments. Artificial scores were randomly generated and ascribed
to reviewers in the same or different discipline. We found that disciplinary categories did
not affect whether reviewers chose to update, but social categories did. Men updated their
scores 13% less often than women, and very high-status reviewers updated 24% less often
than others. Women updated 8% less for every 10% increase in their representation in the
subfield. The experiment strongly suggests that outcomes of expert deliberation depend not
only on the quality of individuals’ judgment, but on the stereotyped meta-evaluations experts
make of themselves relative to perceived others. The process by which expert panels arrive
at judgments may thus be just as important as their composition.
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1. Introduction

Individuals and organizations undertake many important decisions with input from ex-
perts. Experts may be asked to evaluate the quality or future performance of investment op-
portunities, job candidates, and other uncertain but potentially highly consequential choices.
Expert evaluations are particularly common in scientific research, where deep expertise is
needed to parse the content of funding applications or research outputs. Expert evaluators
help governments and other organizations allocate billions of dollars a year across scientific
projects. These evaluations influence the direction of scientific investigation, can make or
break careers, and the processes of applying and evaluating now take up a large fraction of
all scientific activity (Kovanis et al., 2016; Herbert et al., 2013).



A central question in the design of evaluation processes is how best to aggregate informa-
tion from multiple sources. It is widely recognized that combining the expertise of multiple
individuals can improve judgments (Armstrong, 2001, p.417-439), but how to best combine
multiple inputs in practice is unclear. A decision-maker could aggregate multiple judgments
using a simple formula, e.g. average, and many organizations do precisely this. However,
other organizations, such as the U.S. National Institutes of Health and many other scien-
tific bodies, choose to enable experts to deliberate with one another, presumably expecting
improved judgment quality through interaction.

With few exceptions, how collective deliberation can improve or impair expert judgment,
particularly in science, has been largely assumed rather than studied empirically(Derrick,
2018). The few existing studies consist of detailed examinations of a small number of selection
panels (e.g. Lamont, 2010; Rivera, 2017) or statistical examination of panel outcomes rather
than internal processes (e.g. Li, 2017a; Bagues et al., 2017).

Here, we focus on a crucial internal process – “meta-evaluation.” Meta-evaluation refers to
the common problem individuals face when evaluating collaboratively: they must establish
not only what they think of an idea or applicant, but what they think of the evaluations
provided by others. It is often difficult if not impossible to obtain objective and precise
assessments of others’ judgment and people may naturally rely on coarse cues, such as their
own and others’ membership in easily observable epistemic or social groups (Berger et al.,
1980).

We outline two perspectives on how membership in different types of groups may affect
meta-evaluations, and develop and test hypotheses regarding what each implies for how indi-
viduals weight their own versus external information. From an epistemic groups perspective,
the goal of formal evaluations is to estimate the underlying, objective quality of applications.
Individuals estimate quality imperfectly, and their errors are likely to correlate when indi-
viduals share an epistemic community. Consequently, to minimize error, individuals should
weight external information more highly when it comes from an epistemic out-group rather
than in-group. This view is supported by statistical models (Page, 2007; Hogarth, 1978)
and empirical studies that show the performance benefits of cognitive diversity in teams and
organizations (for review, see Page, 2007, ch. 13).

In contrast, the social groups perspective posits that the groups individuals use to weight
information are social ones, such as in- and out-groups based on demographic and professional
characteristics. A rich literature on status characteristics theory suggest that individuals use
observable characteristics of others, e.g. gender, to form stereotyped expectations of com-
petence (Berger et al., 1972; Berger, 1977; Correll and Ridgeway, 2006; Eagly and Karau,
1991; Eagly and Wood, 2011). In most professional settings, stereotypes of competence tend
to favor men and high-status individuals (Berger et al., 1980; Ridgeway and Correll, 2004;
Correll, 2001; Williams and Best, 1990). Accordingly, we expect men and high-status in-
dividuals to weight their own information higher than women and low-status individuals,
respectively. Furthermore, because the strength and salience of stereotypes is generally asso-
ciated with (and derived from) numerical representation of individuals in a high-competence
setting (Eagly and Wood, 2011; Murphy et al., 2007; Inzlicht and Ben-Zeev, 2000), the so-
cial groups perspective implies that gender disparities in weighting will be larger the more
male-dominated the setting.

The epistemic and social groups perspectives on information exchange in group decision-
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making are core topics across the social sciences. Yet the empirical base underlying these
perspectives, as is often the case in laboratory-based research, rests primarily on research
with young, novice subjects (Henry, 2008; Sears, 1986). A chief contribution of this study is
to shift attention to a population that is difficult to access: experts. Expert judgment plays
not only a crucial practical role in distributing resources in organizations and communities, it
is also of conceptual interest. Experts are generally older than typical subjects in laboratory
studies and may use their extensive experience to discard uninformative stereotypes (Zhang,
2017). Furthermore, experts are often relied upon specifically because of track records of
judgment that is perceived, or hoped, to be good and unbiased.

To evaluate how well the epistemic and social groups perspectives describe expert judg-
ment in an important, real-life setting, we designed and executed a field experiment on
scientific peer review. In cooperation with Harvard University’s Clinical Translational Sci-
ence Center, we intervened in the review process of research proposals to address biomedical
problems using computational approaches. Our study is comprised of 47 proposals evaluated
by 277 reviewers from 28 medical schools. The review process, conducted through online
forms, was triple-blinded: applicants were blinded to the reviewers’ identities, reviewers were
blinded to the applicants’ identities, and reviewers were blinded to each other’s identities.
Such thorough blinding was implemented to ensure that the task environment is as free of
normative social influence as possible, enabling reviewers to focus only on accuracy (Deutsch
and Gerard, 1955).

Reviewers first independently evaluated applications and provided review scores along
several dimensions of application quality, using metrics similar or identical to those used by
the U.S. National Institutes of Health. Our experimental intervention was to provide review-
ers the opportunity to revise their initial scores before final submission. Treated reviewers
were shown (artificial) scores attributed to “other reviewers” before revising their scores.
Reviewers in the control group were not shown any other scores and were instead asked,
after providing initial scores, if they wanted to revise their scores before final submission.
For treated reviewers, we randomly varied the disciplinary source of the artificial scores from
other reviewers to be from either medical or data science researchers (stimulus discipline),
and whether the scores were higher or lower than reviewers’ own initial scores (stimulus
direction). In other words, the treatment strongly suggested to the focal reviewer that his
or her initial judgment was outside the consensus expert view, and enabled the reviewer to
second guess that judgment by updating it.

At a basic level, we find that reviewers responded to the artificial external information.
Reviewers who received others’ scores revised their own scores in 47% of cases, whereas
those offered a chance to revise their scores without others’ scores revised in 0% of cases.
Additionally, all revised scores were in the direction of the external scores. In other words,
reviewers did not attempt to strategically “counter-balance” the external scores shown by
moving their own in the opposite direction.

However, reviewers were not responsive to the disciplinary source of the information. We
find no evidence that reviewers favor information from in- or out-group disciplines. Evalu-
ators with medical (computational) backgrounds, updated at similar rates whether the ex-
ternal scores came from the same discipline medicine (computation), or a different discipline
computation (medicine).

Furthermore, we find that reviewers did not update differentially based on stimulus di-
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rection. The reviewers whose initial score was in the interior of the scoring range show no
significant difference in updating better or worse scores. However, reviewers initially scoring
the application on the boundaries of the scoring range have significantly different updating
behavior. Those initially giving the lowest scores revise scores upward about 30% less often
than medium (in either direction) or very high scores (downward).

Lastly, we examined whether reviewers’ willingness to update initial scores depends on
their gender, academic status, and other attributes. We found that male reviewers updated
their scores a 13% less often than female reviewers, and reviewers with very high professional
status (h-index (Hirsch, 2005) in the top-10% [>68] of the sample) updated 24% less than
others. Higher updating by women was strongly associated with the extent to which their
field is male-dominated. Whereas men’s updating behavior was unaffected by the field’s
gender composition, women updated 8.0% less for each 10% increase in their representation
in the field. The gender difference in updating disappeared for fields that were approximately
60% female.

These disparities in influence on group decisions can be highly consequential. Previous
research has found that evaluators tend to champion applicants to whom they are intellec-
tually or socially connected (Teplitskiy et al., 2018; Li, 2017b; Lamont, 2010). Disparities in
inter-evaluator influence can thus create disparities in outcomes for applicants.

Our study design helps to illuminate the mechanisms driving these effects. First, we
provide indirect evidence that these updating differences by gender or professional status are
unlikely to be explained by differences in the quality of individuals’ initial reviews. Second,
differences in updating are not explained by individuals’ (self-reported) confidence in their
initial scores. Third, all interactions in our experiment were designed to be anonymous.
This design nearly eliminates the possibility that reviewers would receive direct sanctions for
behavior inconsistent with their potential social roles, like being too dismissive or accommo-
dating of others’ opinions (Eagly and Wood, 2011, p. 468-469).

These considerations point to the tremendous power internalized stereotypes and social
roles exert on behavior (Wood and Eagly, 2009, 2010; Witt and Wood, 2010; Correll, 2001).
Participants could have relied on internalized stereotypes of competence to assess information
quality, or followed internalized social roles, for example a communal, conflict-minimizing
role (Wood and Eagly, 2010, p. 632), regardless of inferred competence. Our study cannot
separate these two mechanisms, but points to their salience in such settings.

In sum, we find that expert evaluations depart from the epistemic groups perspective, as
experts did not take epistemic groups into account when updating. Instead, social groups
were highly salient. Gender and status differences affected the behavior of even highly expert
scientists and clinicians, conducting research and teaching at some of the most prominent
medical schools in the world, in conditions of complete anonymity. This group of elite
scientists provide a lower bar on expected changes in actions in other settings that are not
anonyomous or where status differences are more exaggerated.

From a policy perspective, this study investigates an overlooked aspect of science and
other domains of innovation. Evaluators of ideas or projects often pass judgment in so-
cial contexts in which they must simultaneously evaluate themselves and their peers, and
our study shows that inter-personal processes in these settings are likely to have the same
shortcomings identified with young and novice populations. Ignoring these micro-processes
is likely to make investments into scientific or other projects less effective, and possibly more
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biased, than they could otherwise be. It is thus crucial to consider not only the composition
of evaluation panels but also their deliberation process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the statistical and the
behavioral perspectives on meta-evaluation and develops hypotheses from each. Section 3
describes the empirical setting. Section 4 describes the data and measures. Section 5 presents
the results. Section 6 interprets the results with respect to the two perspectives. Section 7
concludes with the study’s conceptual and policy implications.

2. Groups in meta-evaluation

In this section we discuss how individuals might use epistemic and social groups to meta-
evaluate their own judgment against that of others. We draw on a normative model of
decision-making to hypothesize the role that disciplinary categories may have, and we draw
on the empirical decision-making literature to develop hypotheses of the role that social
categories play.

2.1. Experts vs. novices

In outlining these hypotheses it is important to be mindful of the distinction between
experts and novices. Much of the empirical literature has been developed on undergraduate
students or other novices (Sears, 1986). How insights from this literature apply to older, more
expert individuals is unclear, and empirical literature on expert judgment is notoriously scarce
(Tetlock, 2017). The limited available research shows that individual experts, compared to
novices, generally do exhibit judgment that is to a small but measurable extent more accurate
and in line with normative models (Tetlock, 2017).

There are several reasons to expect experts to exercise improved judgment. First, exist-
ing research shows that individuals tend to discount external information less when the tasks
are complex (Gino and Moore, 2007; Schrah et al., 2006), and expert judgment tasks are
generally complex. Second, individuals in fields with strong epistemic norms such as science
may be more motivated by the goal of making accurate judgments rather than “fitting in”
(Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004). Third, experts may use their substantial experience to (1)
accurately introspect their confidence and performance (2) learn about and discard uninfor-
mative stereotypes about the competence of others (Zhang, 2017; Byrnes et al., 1999) and
(3) recognize and adjust for in-group or out-group bias. Finally, experts are often selected for
evaluation tasks, or promoted within organizations, specifically because of perceived track
records of superior judgment. It is thus the objective of our research to better understand
the roles of epistemic and social groups in shaping the meta-evaluations made by experts.

2.2. Epistemic groups

From an epistemic perspective, the task of formal evaluations is to estimate the true,
objective quality of applications. However, individuals cannot estimate quality without at
least some error. If individuals share similar epistemic views, they are likely to make errors
that are correlated. Positively correlated errors, or ”dependent” information sources, harm
aggregated estimates (Clemen and Winkler, 1985). For example, consider a model (Hogarth,
1978) in which a group of individuals make independent, uncorrelated estimates of a contin-
uous quantity y, and the criterion of estimate quality is the correlation between y and the
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mean x̄ = 1
n

∑
xi of individuals estimates, denoted ρyx̄. By the central limit theorem, as

the number n of individuals approaches infinity, the error of the group estimate x̄ will con-
verge to 0 and estimate quality ρyx̄ will converge to 1. However, if the individuals errors are
correlated, the error of the group estimate will not converge to 0 even with infinitely many
individuals, and estimate quality will approach limn→∞ ρyx̄ =

ρ̄yxi

ρ̄
(1/2)
xixj

, where the numerator ρ̄yxi

is mean validity across individuals, and the denominator ρ̄
(1/2)
xixj is the mean intercorrelation

between estimates of all pairs of individuals. The higher the correlations between individuals,
the higher the denominator, and the lower the quality of the group estimate.

In real settings, individuals rarely know precisely how much their estimates are correlated
with others. However, there are often useful cues that can predict similarity of judgments,
and thus correlation in their errors. In the domain of science, disciplines and sub-disciplines
are particularly predictive of judgment. For instance, studies of peer review find that indi-
viduals systematically favor work from their own disciplines (Porter and Rossini, 1985) and
from intellectually proximate peers (Li, 2017a). At least some of this favoritism is driven by
shared academic tastes (Lamont, 2010) and epistemic communities (Teplitskiy et al., 2018).
Empirical evidence linking disciplinary similarity to correlation in errors is more limited.
However, a study of macroeconomic forecasting is particularly salient: forecasts averaged
across economists from different “schools of thought” systematically outperformed those of
economists from more similar backgrounds (Batchelor and Dua, 1995). If similarity of dis-
cipline is a good predictor of correlated errors, individuals should favor information from
disciplines different to their own, i.e. out-group.

Hypothesis 1: Individuals will weight information more highly when it comes
from an epistemic out-group rather than in-group.

2.3. Social groups

A voluminous literature documents the myriad ways in which real decisions depart from
formal models. Departures are particularly common in settings involving difficult or multi-
faceted decisions, with poor feedback for mistakes (Kahneman and Klein, 2009). Peer review
is arguably the canonical example of such a setting. We draw on the status characteristics
literature to hypothesize that individuals, rather than relying on epistemic categories, will
use social categories like gender and status to infer relative competence.

2.3.1. Gender

Individuals rarely have clear, objective information on how well their personal judgments
compare to those of others. Instead, expectations states and status characteristics theory
argue that individuals rely on easily observable social characteristics (e.g. gender) to form
performance expectations of others (Correll and Ridgeway, 2006; Berger, 1977; Ridgeway,
1991). Often these stereotypes are ineffective predictors of performance (Berger et al., 1980;
Cohen and Zhou, 1991). Use of poor stereotypes is especially likely in information-poor
environments (Botelho and Abraham, 2017).

An individual deciding whether or not to update an initial judgment must make two
estimates, (1) the quality of his or her own information and (2) the quality of external in-
formation. We thus divide the errors individuals may make in updating into two types,
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corresponding to the two estimates. The first error - overconfidence - corresponds to mis-
taken introspection of the quality of one’s own judgment. The second error - attribution
- corresponds to mistakenly attributing too much or too little quality to the information
provided by others.

Both types of errors are often related to gender. A number of studies find overconfidence to
be associated with gender. In cases where an objective level of confidence can be established,
both men and women tend to be overconfident in their expected performance (Sniezek and
Henry, 1989, 1990; Sniezek, 1992; Klayman et al., 1999), but men are generally more so
(Croson and Gneezy, 2009). Overconfidence is gendered even when it is punished financially
(Barber and Odean, 2001), if not with life (Howland et al., 1996).

Additionally, gender is associated with errors in attribution, or self-assessment of one’s
own performance relative to others’ (Correll, 2001; Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007). For
example, in an experiment on how gender affects whether individuals contribute their ideas
to a group task, women undercontributed their ideas relative to men, significantly harming
group performance (Coffman, 2014). These studies lead to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2A: Women will weight external information more highly than men.

Stereotyped inferences of competence should be especially important in settings in which
stereotypes are stronger or more salient. Settings with big demographic imbalances are
particularly likely to meet these conditions. First, stereotypes are likely to be stronger.
As argued by social identity theory, individuals infer group-specific competence for a role
or profession from that group’s numerical representation in that role or profession (Eagly
and Wood, 2011). Relatedly, social construction theory argues that imbalances in material
resources, which are expected in demographically imbalanced settings, can become associated
through interaction with nominal characteristics like gender (Ridgeway et al., 1998). A setting
in which men outnumber women would thus lead to the inference that men are fundamentally
more competent for the setting.

Second, stereotypes are likely to be more salient. Individuals use numerical imbalance
as a cue of social identity threat (Murphy et al., 2007). In response, individuals increase
their vigilance, feel a lower sense of belonging (Murphy et al., 2007), and underestimate
their competence (Correll, 2001). When stigmatized individuals do not underestimate their
performance, their behavior can evoke backlash (Bowles et al., 2007). Stereotypes are thus
self-reinforcing (Magee and Galinsky, 2008), and capable of causing not only diminished
perceptions of competence but even demonstrated competence (Steele, 1997; Lovaglia et al.,
1998).

Hypothesis 2B : The more male-dominated the environment, the more highly
women will weight external information.

2.3.2. Status

Empirical and theoretical studies of gender dovetail naturally with those of status, such as
one’s position in an organizational hierarchy. Empirically, status and gender are often corre-
lated, and lead to inequalities in male-female interaction being ”overdetermined” (Ridgeway
and Smith-Lovin, 1999). Nevertheless, status often has an independent influence on inter-
action (Berger et al., 1980). Psychological studies of power (a correlate of status position),
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have found that power has strong psychological consequences (Magee and Galinsky, 2008),
shifting how vigilant people are of the consequences of their actions (Keltner et al., 2003) and
whether they take others’ perspectives into account or anchor on their own vantage point
(Galinsky et al., 2006). When power is experimentally induced in otherwise equal individu-
als, the more powerful heed the advice of others less, harming the quality of their decisions
in the process (See et al., 2011).

Theoretically, status characteristics and social roles theories on which we draw apply to
any characteristic that is used to form expectations of own and others’ behavior (Berger
et al., 1980; Ridgeway and Smith-Lovin, 1999). Indeed, despite differences in the content of
stereotypes of racial, gender, or other social groups, a uniting feature is that one level of the
social characteristic is associated with higher worth or competence than another. “Because of
this similar status element,” write Correll and Ridgeway, “expectations states theory argues
that otherwise very different social distinctions can have comparable effects on the organiza-
tion of interaction status hierarchies” (Correll and Ridgeway, 2006, 32). This literature thus
motivates us to consider the effects of both gender and status in our experiment.

Hypothesis 3: Low-status individuals will weight external information more
highly than high-status individuals.

2.3.3. Summary

In sum, the epistemic groups perspective suggests that individuals will weight external
information more heavily when it comes from epistemic out-groups rather than in-groups.
Individuals should take their own or others social identities into account only to the extent
that they objectively correlate with the certainty of their own versus external information.
In contrast, the social groups perspective suggests that individuals will use membership in
demographic and professional groups to weight information, regardless of its actual quality.
It is predicted that individuals will favor information from the groups of higher social status.
The extent to which either of these perspectives describes the judgment of experts is unclear,
and the subject of the current study. These predictions are summarized in Table 1.

[Table 1 about here.]

3. Experimental setting and design

3.1. Description of biomedical grant competition

Our experiment involved the evaluation of grant proposals in biomedicine. The competi-
tion called for proposals of computational solutions to human health problems. Specifically,
in the words of the recruiting email sent to potential reviewers, applicants were asked to:

Briefly define (in three pages or less) a problem that could benefit from a com-
putational analysis and to characterize the type or source of data.

As this was a scientific hypothesis generation challenge (e.g. Boudreau et al., 2016),
applicants were not asked to provide a plan for bringing the idea to practice or show any
preliminary work. The competition was open to the public, and applications were accepted
from 2017-06-15 to 2017-07-13. The call was circulated by Harvard Clinical and Translational
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Center (CTSA) among the Harvard community and was sent to 62 other CTSAs at other
academic medical centers for dissemination to their faculty and staff. The call yielded 47
completed proposals. The vast majority of the applications were submitted by faculty and
research staff at US hospitals (one application was submitted by a high school student).
Clinical application areas varied widely, from genomics and oncology, to pregnancy and
psychiatry.

3.2. Reviewer selection

Reviewers were selected according to their expertise. The proposals were grouped by topic
(17 topics), with oncology the largest group (14 proposals), and institutional databases were
used to identify and recruit reviewers with expertise in those topics. Submissions were blinded
and reviewed by internal reviewers - Harvard Medical School faculty (211 individuals) - and
external reviewers from other institutions (66 individuals). To find internal reviewers for each
group, one of the authors searched the “Harvard Catalyst Profiles” database for reviewers
with relevant expertise. Keywords, concepts, MESH terms, and recent publications were
used to identify reviewers whose expertise most closely matched the topic of each proposal.
External Reviewers were located using the CTSA External Reviewers Exchange Consortium
(CEREC) of which Harvard University is one of nine CTSA hubs. The proposals were
posted to the CEREC Central web-based tracking system, and staff at the other hubs located
reviewers whose expertise matched the topics of the proposals.

3.3. Experimental design

We designed a review process to study information exchange - a fundamental facet of inter-
personal interaction - in a controlled yet naturalistic setting. In a conventional collaborative
review process, such as that exercised by the U.S. National Institutes of Health, a subset
of all reviewers, e.g. two or three people, evaluates applications in detail and assigns initial
scores. These reviewers then present their assessments to the larger group, which deliberates
and formulates a final assessment. Outcomes in the conventional process may be affected
by a number of idiosyncratic and uncontrolled factors, such as how much effort non-focal
reviewers exert, the personalities of the focal reviewers, and so on.

To control for such factors, we followed the following procedure. First, all proposals
were blinded, and any individual and institutional identifying information embedded in the
proposals was removed by Harvard CTSA staff. Second, all reviewers scored proposals in-
dependently. Next, each review (not reviewer) was randomly assigned to one of two arms,
Treatment 1 and Treatment 2, which differed in how the “other reviewers” were described,
and the scores from these “other reviewers” were displayed. Lastly, reviewers were given the
option of updating their initial overall score. We also added a control arm to the experiment.
The control arm was designed to account for the possibility that simply giving reviewers the
opportunity to update may elicit platform-specific or demand effects, resulting in updating
behavior that is coincidental to, not caused by, the external information. Reviewers in the
control arm were thus presented no external information but were given the opportunity to
update. Unbeknownst to the reviewers, awards were based only on the initial scores, in order
to prevent our manipulations from influencing funding outcomes. Twelve awards were given
out to proposals with the highest average scores, eight awards of $1000 and four awards of
$500. Reviewers were aware of the award size and that multiple projects would be selected.
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3.4. Initial scoring, updating

Reviewers were asked to score proposals on the following criteria, using integers 1=worst
to 6=best1: clarity, data quality, feasibility, impact, innovation. They were also asked to
provide an overall score (1=worst, 8=best), rate their confidence in that score (1=lowest,
6=highest) and their expertise in the topic(s) of the proposal (1=lowest, 5=highest). After
recording all scores, reviewers assigned to a treatment condition proceeded to a screen in
which they observed their scores next to artificial scores attributed to artificial other review-
ers (treatment); those in the control condition were simply shown their own scores again.
Screenshots of materials presented to the treatment and control reviewers can be found in in
the Appendix in Figures A.1 to A.4.

3.5. Stimulus scores

The artificial “stimulus” scores were presented as a range, e.g. “2-5”, and the entire range
was randomly assigned to be above or below the initial overall score given by a reviewer2. If
the initial overall score was at either end of the scale (1 or 2 at the low end, 7 or 8 at the
high end), the stimulus scores were always in the direction of the opposite end of the scale.
In addition to the overall score, a range of scores for each individual attribute was created
as well, taking on values highly correlated with the overall score. The stimulus scores thus
appeared as originating from multiple reviewers (although we did not indicate how many),
whose opinions were unanimously different from those of the subjects in the experiment.
This presentation was chosen because previous research has shown that the degree to which
individuals utilize external information increases with the number of independent information
sources and their unanimity (Nemeth and Chiles, 1988; Asch, 1955).

4. Data and methods

4.1. Description of reviewers

All reviewers were faculty or research staff at US medical schools, and 76% of reviewers
were employed by a Harvard-affiliated hospital. Reviewers were affiliated with a wide variety
of departments, with the following five being most common: Pathology (17), Surgery (15),
Radiology (13), Psychiatry (12), and Neurology (9). Table 2 displays the faculty ranks of
the reviewers. The sample of reviewers is relatively senior, with 60% percent of individuals
of Associate professor rank or higher.

[Table 2 about here.]

Table 3 describes the assignment of these reviews to each experimental conditions. Treat-
ments 1 and 2 are relatively large, consisting of 178 to 213 reviews, while the control arm is
smaller, consisting of 30 reviews.

1The instructions used a reversed scale, 1=best to 6=worst, in order to match review processes for NIH
and NSF, with which the reviewers were likely to be familiar. We reversed this and all other scales for
ease-of-presentation.

2A lookup table was generated where for each possible initial overall score, there was an associated range
of artificial ”better” and ”worse” scores. At the time of review, the reviewer would be randomly assigned
to be shown one of these ranges. In one case, if a reviewer chose an initial score of 6 and was shown better
scores, the artificial score range included 6.
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[Table 3 about here.]

4.1.1. Gender

69% of the reviewers were coded as male. Gender was coded using a combination of
computational and manual approaches. First, we classified reviewers first names using an
algorithm3. For the 68 individuals whose first name could not be unambiguously labeled,
we located each individuals professional website and coded gender based on which pronoun,
him/his or her/her, was used in the available biographical information4. Overall, 69% of the
reviewers were coded as male.

4.1.2. Status

We measured reviewers’ status – their professional standing in the field relative to other
researchers – using the h-index (Hirsch, 2005). The h-index is a bibliometric measure that
aims to simultaneously capture a researcher’s number of publications and their impact. It
is calculated by ranking all of a researcher’s publications by their citation counts Ci and
finding the largest number h such that the h top publications have at least h citations each,
h ≥ Ci. Put simply, a researcher with an h-index of 3 has 3 publications with at least 3
citations each, whereas a researcher with an h-index of 40 has 40 publications with at least
40 citations each. H -indices vary widely across fields and are generally in the single digits
in the social sciences5. In the physical and life sciences, Hirsch estimated that “an h index
of 20 after 20 years of scientific activity ... characterizes a successful scientist,” an h-index
of 40 characterizes “outstanding scientists, likely to be found only at the top universities
or major research laboratories,” and an h-index of 60 after 20 years or 90 after 30 years
“characterizes truly unique individuals”(Hirsch, 2005, p. 16571). Physicists winning the
Nobel Prize between 1985 and 2005 had h-indices that ranged between 22 and 79 (Hirsch,
2005, p. 16571).

We collected reviewers’ h-indices using the Scopus database. Figure 1 below displays the
distribution of professional status and rank by gender. Applying Hirsch’s baselines to this
sample suggests the presence of many outstanding and even truly unique scientists.

[Figure 1 about here.]

Because the distribution of h-indices in our sample is skewed, we used dummy variables
to partition its range into subsets. One coding scheme uses four subsets – 0th-50th per-
centile, 50th-75th percentile, 75th-90th percentile, and 90th-100th percentile. The h-indicies
associated with these percentiles are shown in Table 4. We also report results from a coding
scheme that partitions the sample of participants into terciles.

3We used the Python package Genderizer, https://github.com/muatik/genderizer. Accessed 2018-05-04.
4When the webpage did not include biographical information or use a gendered pronoun, one of the

authors coded gender based on the headshot picture.
5http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/the-handbook/chapter-3-key-measures-of-academic-

influence/. Accessed 2018-09-20.
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4.1.3. Reviewer expertise (“data science researcher” vs. “other”)

The reviewer pool consisted of three main types of researchers: life scientists, clinicians,
and data scientists. To assess whether the disciplinary source of the external reviews – life
scientists or data science researchers – constituted an in-group or out-group signal, we coded
the computational expertise of reviewers into “data science” and “other,” where the latter
included individuals whose primary expertise was life science or clinical6. Coding was per-
formed using the individuals recent publications, MESH7 keywords, grants, and departmental
affiliations to infer whether they worked in a setting that was primarily wet lab (“other” –
life scientist), clinical (“other” – clinical), or dry lab/computer (“data science”). 50% of the
reviewers were coded as data science researchers.

Table 4 summarizes the reviewer-level attributes used in the analysis.

[Table 4 about here.]

4.2. Description of reviews

We obtained 423 reviews of 47 proposals, provided by 277 reviewers. Each proposal was
reviewed by a mean of 9.0 reviewers (min=6, max=13, SD=1.51). Most reviewers (72%)
completed just one review, and about 15% completed three or more reviews. Each review
has a number of attributes, summarized in Table 5 below. A key variable is out group, which
captures whether the disciplinary source of the stimulus matched or did not match their own
expertise.

4.2.1. Deviation

We define a review’s deviation as the absolute value of difference between his or her
initial overall score and the mean of the initial overall scores given to the same application
by other reviewers. We interpret the mean overall score of an application as its ground-
truth quality or, alternately, the prevailing expert consensus. Using the first interpretation,
any deviation from this mean is an error, with increasing deviations denoting increasingly
erroneous judgment. Deviation is thus a measure of the quality of a review – how close it
is to ground-truth quality or, according to the second interpretation, how well it matches
prevailing expert opinion.

Male and female reviewers deviated by similar amounts from the scores of other reviewers
(male mean 1.33, female mean 1.22, t=1.24, p=0.22), and deviation was uncorrelated with h-
index (ρ = 0.058, p=0.23). The distribution of deviations by gender and h-index is displayed
in Figure 2.

[Figure 2 about here.]

[Table 5 about here.]

6Two authors first independently coded a sample of 28 reviewers, and agreed in 79% (21) of cases. After
discussing coding procedures, one author coded the rest of the reviewers.

7MESH (Medical Subject Heading) terms are a controlled vocabulary of medical terms developed by
the U.S. National Library of Medicine and used throughout the biomedical research literature to designate
medical topics.
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5. Results

We first discuss how updating was influenced by the factors that were randomized: treat-
ment vs. control, epistemic in- vs out-group, and stimulus direction. We then examine the
associations of updating with social groups.

5.1. Do experts respond to external information?

The question of whether experts utilized external information at all finds a clear affirma-
tive answer. Of the 30 reviews in the control condition (each provided by a unique reviewer),
reviewers updated overall scores in 0 cases, while of the 393 reviews assigned to one of the
treatments, reviewers updated overall scores in 47.1% of cases (χ2(1) = 22.43, p < 0.001).
We thus rule out that simply presenting individuals with an opportunity to update without
any external information induces updates.

It is difficult to assess whether 47% is a high or a low updating frequency without for-
mulating a normative baseline, which we do not attempt to do. Instead, we focus on how
updating varies with the stimulus and one’s personal characteristics.

5.2. Epistemic groups

A key manipulation of the experiment was of the disciplinary source of the stimulus
information. First, we examine whether either discipline had a direct effect on updating,
regardless of whether it constituted an in-group or out-group relative to the reviewers. When
external scores were attributed to “life scientists with MESH terms like yours,” reviewers
updated the overall scores in 46.5% of cases, while when external scores were attributed
to “data science researchers,” reviewers updated in 47.2% of cases. This difference was
not statistically significant (χ2(1) = 0.002, p = 0.97). Thus, we rule out a direct effect of
particular disciplines. In out-group reviews in which the external information was attributed
to a discipline different to that of the reviewer, reviewers updated in 95/206 = 46.1% of cases,
versus 90/187 = 48.1% of cases for in-group discipline in which the external information was
attributed to the discipline of the reviewer. The difference in rates was not statistically
significant (χ2(1) = 0.089, p = 0.77).

In sum, this manipulation had no observable effect: experts were as equally willing to
update scores regardless of whether the stimulus scores came from the same or opposite
discipline. We address possible interpretations in the Discussion.

5.3. Stimulus direction

The other experimental manipulation concerned the direction of the stimulus – would
reviewers be more responsive when the stimulus score was above or below their initial ones?
We find heterogeneous responses to direction. Reviewers who gave scores in the middle of the
scoring range (3-6) and, consequently, were eligible to receive a stimulus with randomized
direction, updated at similar rates (50.0% vs 47.9%, χ2(1) = 0.055, p = 0.82). However,
reviewers who gave very low scores (1-2) and, consequently, received a stimuli that were
uniformly toward better scores, were substantially less likely to update. Very low scores were
updated 25.8% of the time, while scores ≥ 3 were updated 48.6% of the time (χ2(1) = 10.71,
p = 0.001). In other words, very low scores appear to be much stickier – once given, reviewers
are reluctant to change them. We interpret this finding in the Discussion section as well.
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5.4. Treatment heterogeneity and the decision to update

While the results above concerned experimental manipulations with random assignment,
the ways that updating varies with social categories like gender and professional status are
more difficult to establish, as these characteristics may co-vary with others, such as profes-
sional rank. In order to isolate gender and professional status, we model updating behavior
with extensive controls. First, we begin by decomposing updating behavior into three choices:
(1) whether to update or not, (2) update direction, and (3) update amount. Below, we show
that, empirically, there is little variation in (2) and (3): reviewers nearly always updated in
the direction of the stimulus, and most often by 1 point. Update direction Reviewers nearly
always chose to update in the direction of the stimulus – they updated scores to better or
worse values when the stimulus scores were better or worse, respectively. Only in one review
(0.2% of cases) did a reviewer update in a direction opposite of the stimulus (by 1 point).
The lack of ”counter” updates suggests that reviewers did not review strategically. In partic-
ular, strategic reviewers, those whose goal is to have particular winners chosen rather than
to provide high-quality information to administrators, might try to “offset” or counter the
opinions of other reviewers after discovering that they differ from their own.

Update amount Reviewers who chose to update did so most often by +/- 1 point (n=162,
86.6% of updated treatment reviews). n=18 reviews were updated by +/- 2 points (9.6% of
updated treatment reviews), and only 1 review was updated by -3 points (0.5% of updated
treatment reviews). These frequencies are illustrated in Figure 3, panel A, which displays
the distribution of update sizes across the 185 reviews that were updated.

[Figure 3 about here.]

To emphasize the lack of variation of update amounts, we examine the relationship be-
tween update amount and the quantity that should perhaps be most related to it – the
stimulus intensity (—mean(stimulus scores) - original score—), i.e. how much external scores
differed from ones own. Panel B of Figure 3 shows how the mean and median update amount,
conditional on there being an update, relate to stimulus intensity. Both mean and median up-
date amount are around 1 and do not appear to vary substantially across stimuli intensities.
Updating behavior in this experiment thus appears to be a “yes-or-no” decision: reviewers
choose to update or not, and if they do, it is nearly always in the direction of the stimulus
by 1 point. We model this yes-or-no decision in a regression framework.

5.4.1. Do small updates matter?

Do small updates, such as those observed above, affect competition outcomes? To answer
this question, consider a competition with many applicants and a sharp, low cutoff between
winners and losers (“payline”). If ranking is based on evaluators’ average scores, winning
requires high scores from all evaluators. Any updates to the scores of would-be-winners would
thus be updates toward worse scores, possibly knocking the would-be-winners below the
payline. The effects of even small, (unequally distributed) updates can thus be substantial.
As the payline increases, small updates may slightly re-order rankings, but a) only those near
the payline are affected and b) updates may move scores up as well as down, possibly muting
effects on overall scores.

This intuition is illustrated in Figure 4, which is based on actual, pre-treatment appli-
cation rankings, and how the applications ranked after reviewers updated their scores. The
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x -axis represents different paylines, with small numbers denoting higher competition. The
y-axis represents the fraction of applications that would have won pre- and post-treatment.

[Figure 4 about here.]

For small paylines, which are typical of most national science funding competitions, the
turn-over in winners is substantial: if the competition awarded 4 awards, only about half of
proposals would not have won awards after updating. For higher paylines, such as that in
which 25% of applicants win, small updates create less but nevertheless significant turnover
(≈ 20%).

This remarkably high amount of turnover in winners must be interpreted only tentatively,
because the disagreements between reviewers in our study were experimentally induced: the
data were engineered so that there would be large disagreement in every single case. It is con-
ceivable that, in real panels, reviewers would have reached consensus regarding the identity of
the top proposals. Nevertheless, it has been widely documented that disagreements between
reviewers are far from unusual (Pier et al., 2018). Indeed, agreement between peer reviewers
is generally on the order to that achieved for Rorschach tests (Lee, 2012). The disagreements
induced in our experiment may thus be of similar magnitude as in more naturalistic settings.

5.5. Estimation approach: yes-or-no decision to update

We choose to present linear probability models of the yes-or-no updating decisions for
ease of interpretation, and provide estimates from a conditional logit regression model in
Appendix B.1. The conditional logit models yield qualitatively identical results. We use the
following specification for the full model:

Yij = β0out group+
β1medium score ∗ direction+
β2female+ β3percent female+ β4female ∗ percent female+
β5status+
β6initial score+
β7Xreview + β8Xstimulus + β9Xreviewer +
αj + εij

Yij is an dummy of whether or not reviewer i of application j updated his or her score.
β0 measures the treatment effect of exposing reviewers to an epistemic out-group stimu-
lus. β1 measures the treatment effect of stimulus direction (for those reviewers who gave
medium scores). β2, β3, and β4 measure the direct associations between updating and
female, percent female, and their interaction, respectively. β5 and β6 measure the as-
sociation between updating and status and initial score, respectively. Xreview is a vector of
review characteristics (e.g. confidence), Xstimulus is a vector of stimulus characteristics, and
Xreviewer is a vector of reviewer characteristics. αj is a fixed effect for application j and εij
are the errors. Application fixed effects absorb the effect on updating of all factors embodied
in the applications, such as their topic or quality, and enable us to assess how updating varies
for different reviewers of the same application. We do not include reviewer fixed effects due
to the limited number of reviewers who completed more than one review.
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The following controls were used in the regressions and are described in Tables 4 and 5:
professional rank, confidence in initial score, expertise in the application’s topic(s), intensity
of the stimulus, data science expertise, stimulus type and deviation. Additionally, female,
status, and initial score were included in all regressions, although some specifications use
them as focal variables. For estimating the models, we used only the 393 reviews assigned
to treatment, as only these reviews received stimuli8. The 30 control reviews were used only
to compare updating between the stimulus and no-stimulus conditions.

5.5.1. Experimental manipulations and initial score

Table 6 displays estimated coefficients from OLS regressions of how the dependent variable
Pr(updated) varies with the two manipulations that were randomized, epistmeic in- vs. out-
group of the stimulus and, for those giving scores between 3-6, its direction, and reviewers’
initial scores. Models (1) and (2) show estimates without and with controls, respectively.
Model (3) adds the initial score, broken down into low scores (1, 2), medium scores (3-6),
and high scores (7, 8).

[Table 6 about here.]

Model (1) indicates that reviewers did not appear to take the disciplinary category of
the stimulus into account when updating. Model (2) indicates that reviewers did not up-
date asymmetrically when the direction was randomized9. Model (3) includes two dummy
variables that partition the range of pre-treatment overall scores into three sets: low scores
(0, 1), medium scores (3, 4, 5, 6), and high scores (7,8). The coefficients of the dummies
indicate that reviewers who gave medium or high scores were more likely to update their
scores relative to reviewers who gave the lowest scores by 21.2% and 29.3%, respectively.
This pattern shows that low scores are relatively very “sticky” – once reviewers score an
application poorly, they are very unlikely to change that assessment. Although we cannot
completely rule out that low scores are sticky because particular types of reviewers select into
them, we note that model (3) controls for a number of reviewer and review characteristics,
including reviewers’ professional rank, status, and gender. In sum, none of the three models
provide support for Hypothesis 1 of the epistemic groups perspective, that individuals would
update more when information came from an epistemic out-group.

5.5.2. Gender

Next, Table 7 presents a set of models of the role of gender in updating. Models (4)
and (5) show estimates of the association between updating and gender without and with
controls, respectively. Model (6) adds interaction of gender with the numerical representation
of women in the field of the proposal. Note, a direct effect of numerical representation is not
included because it does not vary within (and is collinear with) the application fixed effects.

[Table 7 about here.]

88 treatment reviews had missing female, status or stimulus information, and were excluded from analysis.
9Direction was randomized when pre-treatment scores were in the ”interior” of the 1-8 scale
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Model (4) identifies a significant association between updating and reviewer gender. Fe-
male reviewers were 13.2% more likely to update than males. Model (5) indicates that the
gender association remains largely unchanged despite including an extensive set of controls.
Model (6) shows a large and statistically significant interaction effect between gender and the
gender composition of a field. In particular, for every 10% increase in women’s representation
in a field, their probability of updating decreases by 8.0% percent. This pattern is readily
apparent in the raw data, and displayed in Figure 5

[Figure 5 about here.]

As the figure shows, men’s decisions are not associated with a subfield’s gender compo-
sition, whereas women’s propensity to update decreases substantially with increasing repre-
sentation.

These models provide strong support for Hypotheses 2A and 2B and the social groups
perspective on meta-evaluation.

5.5.3. Status

The next set of models addresses the role of professional status in updating. Status was
measured using reviewers’ h-indices, which Figure 1, Panel B shows to be very skewed. We
partition the range of h-indices in two different ways to better isolate the h-indices most
associated with updating. Table 8 displays estimates from the models. Model (7) shows the
association between updating and (untransformed) h-index without controls. In Model (8)
h-indices are partitioned into terciles of the full sample of study participants. Similarly, in
Model (9) h-indices are partitioned into 0-50th, 50-75th, 75-90, and 90-100th percentiles of
the full sample of study participants. Model (10) uses the partition of Model (9) and adds
controls.

[Table 8 about here.]

The baseline Model (7) identifies an association between updating and h-index. A 10-
point increase in h-index is associated with a 3% decrease in updating. Model (8) shows
that the portion of the h-index distribution most associated with updating is the top 33%
of the participants. Relative to the bottom 33%, behavior of the middle 33% is compara-
ble, while the top 33% update 16.2% less. Model (9) zeroes in even more narrowly on the
portion of the distribution most associated with updating. Estimates show that, relative to
the bottom 50%, only individuals with h-indices in the 90-100th percentile, a particularly
elite sample of scientists, update significantly differently, specifically 27.7% less. Model (10)
adds controls and shows that the strong ”top 10%” association persists, although in slightly
smaller magnitude. These models show a persistent association between professional status
and updating, despite controlling for review quality, reviewers’ professional rank, and other
potential confounders. The association is driven primarily by the most prominent – “super-
star” – scientists. These results thus provide strong support for Hypothesis 3 derived from
the social groups perspective.
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6. Discussion

We first interpret the findings above in the context of the hypotheses developed in Section
2, and evaluate whether, on balance, the epistemic or the social groups perspective best
describes the observed reviewer behavior. It then considers the mechanisms that may be
driving reviewers to take social groups into account in a setting that is fully anonymous and
in which social groups were never observable or in any way explicitly signaled.

6.1. Epistemic vs. social groups

The results above indicate that reviewers were highly sensitive to the (artificial) external
information. Reviewers did not take disciplinary categories into account when updating, pro-
viding no support for Hypothesis 1, the main prediction of the epistemic groups perspective.
However, this null effect should be interpreted with care because a number of explanations
may account for it. First, our manipulation may have failed. While it is in principle possible
that our manipulation of the disciplinary source went unnoticed by the reviewers, we consider
this unlikely as the platform emphasized the disciplinary source in multiple places (see Figure
A.2). Second, reviewers’ expertise may have been measured with error. Definitions of in-
group and out-group depend on capturing distinctions in disciplinary terrain that reviewers
themselves employ. It is possible that our assignment of reviewers to “data” and “other” cat-
egories based on their daily work was inaccurate or did not match their self-categorizations.
Third, the manipulation may have seemed unnatural. Information is rarely if ever presented
to reviewers in neat bundles that come from same- or different-disciplines. It is thus possi-
ble that reviewers found this manipulation unnatural and ignored it. Fourth, it is possible
that the effect of favoring out-group information on epistemic grounds was offset by an in-
group bias on the psychological grounds of favoring one’s in-group to maintain a positive
self-concept (Tajfel, 1981; Ashforth and Mael, 1989). Taken together, these considerations
signal the need for more research of epistemic boundaries in meta-evaluation.

In contrast to epistemic boundaries, updating was strongly associated with boundaries
that were social. Women updated more than men, particularly in fields in which they are
underrepresented. Individuals with particularly high academic status updated substantially
less than all others. These associations were practically and statistically significant, despite
including controls for reviewer’s professional rank, self-reported confidence in the initial score,
self-reported expertise in the topic(s) of the application, data science expertise, stimulus
attributes, initial score, all aspects of the applications, and, most importantly, review quality
(deviation from the scores of other reviewers). These results strongly support Hypotheses
2A, 2B, and 3, the key predictions of the social groups perspective.

In sum, the study finds no support for the epistemic groups perspective and strong support
for the social groups perspective. We of course do not wish to argue that reviewers did not
take any epistemic factors into account when evaluating applications. We only make the
narrower claim that unlike epistemic categories, social categories were extremely salient in
how reviewers’ meta-evaluated each other and chose to utilize or ignore external information.

6.2. Mechanisms driving gender and status differences

What mechanisms might be responsible for these associations? We consider the roles of
overconfidence, attribution, and non-accuracy goals. Overconfidence and attribution con-
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cern perceptions of competence, while non-accuracy goals concern updating behavior that is
oriented towards social, rather than epistemic, ends.

6.2.1. Overconfidence or differential standards

As discussed in Section 2, updating, when aimed at the goal of accuracy, depends on as-
sessing ones own information versus someone elses, and errors can occur in both assessments.
Differences in updating between social groups can occur if particular groups, e.g. men and
women, reviewed with equal quality but expressed different amounts of confidence in their
judgment relative to an objective standard. Analogously, different social groups may have
reviewed with equal quality but held themselves to differential standards for what counts as
a good review (Foschi, 2000). Both of these possibilities are distinguished from attribution
because they do not necessarily entail comparisons to any other particular social or epistemic
group.

We do not find differences in self-reported confidence by gender. As displayed in Figure 6,
men and women did not report significantly different confidence10 (left panel) or expertise11

(right panel).

[Figure 6 about here.]

Additionally, the regression results show differences in updating by gender and status even
after controlling for self-reported confidence and expertise. We thus rule out that differences
in updating across social groups are driven by pre-treatment, self-reported confidence or
expertise.

6.2.2. Attribution

It is possible that, pre-treatment, individuals assess their confidence relative only to their
own past experience. When assessing confidence post-treatment, the reference point may
change to include other individuals. When considering others, one’s own maximum and
minimum confidence comes to be seen within a wider range of achievable maximum and
minimums. What seemed a high (low) confidence relative to oneself may be seen as only
moderately high (low) relative to that achievable by a broader community of experts.

This possible mechanism can be seen more generally as an attribution process. Attribu-
tion errors occur when individuals assess the quality of the information provided by others
incorrectly, valuing it too highly or lowly relative to their own. Because different social groups
value (via self-reported confidence) their own information equally but update unequally, it is
likely that the attributions the groups make of others information differ. For example, men
and women might assess the quality of their own information equally in isolation – a social
“vacuum” – but use gender as a cue when comparing their information to that of others.
These judgments are thus relative to an imagined social group, and gender and status differ-
ences can appear if groups attribute differential quality to the imagined groups or construct
them differentially. The attribution mechanism is consistent with tests of expectations states
theory that find that disparities in influence are driven mostly or entirely by perceptions of
relative competence (Ridgeway and Smith-Lovin, 1999).

10Confidence: men’s mean=4.76, women’s mean=4.66, t=1.12, p=0.27
11Expertise: men’s mean=3.59, women’s mean=3.54, t=0.50, p=0.62
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6.2.3. Non-accuracy goals

Lastly, reviewers may seek not only to produce accurate reviews, but to achieve non-
accuracy objectives, such as to minimize discord or maximize acceptance within a desirable
social group((Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004). The weight placed on goals related to “affil-
iation” is likely to differ by gender and status. Meta-analyses of small groups have found
reliable and nontrivial gender differences in many aspects of interaction (Eagly, 1995), includ-
ing conformity (Eagly, 1978). Women are perceived as more “communal” (Wood and Eagly,
2010, p. 632) and gender differences in a communal orientation toward inter-personal goals
may explain conformity differences(Eagly, 1978). Similarly, relative to those of high status,
lower status individuals devote more attention to the preferences of others (Keltner et al.,
2003). The import of non-accuracy goals is consistent with social role theory, which posits
that roles associated with gender, for example, include a communal orientation that is con-
ceptually, if not necessarily empirically, independent of expectations regarding competency
(Wood and Eagly, 2010).

Our design relied on anonymous decisions, made after exposure to anonymous informa-
tion. Post-decision, reviewers did not interact or learn of each others’ identities in any way.
The design should thus minimize the salience of explicit and conscious non-accuracy goals, as
it is unclear what “social group” would be salient in this setting. However, to the extent that
social roles are internalized (Wood et al., 1997) and non-conscious, they may drive updating
behavior even in an anonymous setting.

6.3. Policy implications

6.3.1. Bias

Disparities in updating may have direct effects on applicants if evaluators systematically
favor applications or applicants who are similar to them, as recent research has found (Li,
2017b; Bagues et al., 2017; Teplitskiy et al., 2018). In this case, evaluators who self-discount
expertise will be weaker “advocates” for the most similar or connected applicants, leading
fewer of these applicants to be selected. Strategic applicants may thus seek to persuade or
otherwise recruit the most influential evaluators to their application - high-status men.

6.3.2. Asymmetry in updating and conservatism in evaluation

Existing research has overlooked the potential role of information direction - whether, for
example, external estimate is higher or lower than one’s own - on whether the information
is utilized12. Yet the findings here indicate directionality of external information may be
important. Our regression analyses show that medium and high scores are between 28 and
38% more likely to be updated than low scores. Relative to the overall updating rate of 47%,
this variation across initial scores is substantively and statistically significant. We propose
the following interpretation. Utilizing external information that is different from one’s own
implies admitting to different kinds of mistakes. If one adopts an external valuation that is
much lower, one admits to having been overly “liberal” in adjudicating quality. Conversely,
adopting a valuation that is much higher implies admitting to having been overly “stringent”.
If individuals perceive the social or other costs of making these two types of mistakes – being

12For instance, a prominent review of the advice-taking literature does not address directionality at all
(Bonaccio and Dalal, 2006)
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overly liberal vs. stringent – to be different, they will try to avoid the costlier mistake. For
example, in a community where overly liberal standards for ideas are more undesirable than
overly stringent standards, individuals will tend to (1) assign low value to ideas initially and,
when presented with valuations different from their own, (b) preferentially update initial
valuations to be worse rather than better. Although we are not aware of work address-
ing directionality and utilization of information, particularly in science, the intuition above
suggests a pathway through which it can play a major role.

It is important to consider the implications asymmetric updating can have for whether
applicants choose to submit risky or conservative projects. From the applicant’s perspective,
it is crucial to avoid receiving very bad scores, because these are highly unlikely to change
during updating; achieving high scores is comparatively less important as they are less likely
to stay high during updating. If high risk (and high reward) proposals are those more likely
to polarize reviewers, yielding both high and low scores, asymmetry in updating will tend
to bring down the average scores of these proposals. If conservative proposals are those
more likely to elicit consistently medium scores, updating will not systematically bring the
average scores down or up. Asymmetric updating can thus make conservative projects –
those that avoid low scores – comparatively attractive, and applicants who are aware of this
review dynamic would shift, at the margin, to conservative proposals. We believe this line of
argumentation may contribute to elucidating a paradox of science policy – funding agencies
describe the projects they desire as high risk, high reward, but applicants view the selection
process as favoring projects that are conservative (Nicholson and Ioannidis, 2012).

6.3.3. Noise

Section 2 described a model for the optimal aggregation of independent evaluations, which
indicated that evaluations should be weighted by their (objective) level of certainty. Any
other weighting, particularly one unrelated to the actual quality of evaluations, would com-
bine information from individuals with a loss of efficiency: even if the group’s assessment
of an application was on average correct (unbiased), the variance of this estimate would be
higher than it could be otherwise. Inefficient aggregation of information is equivalent in its
effects to the decision being made by a smaller group. From the perspective of an admin-
istrator a group of eight reviewers whose information is aggregated inefficiently gives the
same quality of information as a smaller group, say of size six. In this study the weighting
of individuals opinions depended on social characteristics unlikely to proxy for information
quality, suggesting that had the experts been allowed to interact, information would have
been combined inefficiently.

6.3.4. Recognizing expertise

Another implication of disparities in influence concerns the recognition (and possible
reward) of the most valuable experts. Administrators may wish to identify which of the
experts on a panel influenced outcomes the most in order to utilize these individuals in the
future or reward them for their superior insight. If the administrators reason that individuals
high expertise leads to high influence in group decisions, individuals who self-discount their
expertise will be less likely to be recognized and rewarded.
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7. Limitations

Three important limitations of the study must be highlighted. First, to make our study
feasible we designed it around virtual, rather than face-to-face, interactions. Furthermore, the
information exchanged between individuals is minimal. Although it is in principle possible
that face-to-face, information-rich interactions resolve undesirable imbalances in influence,
existing research suggests otherwise (Ridgeway and Smith-Lovin, 1999). Our engineered
interactions may thus be a lower bound to how much gender and status groups shape influence
in more naturalistic settings.

Second, we have no exogenous measure of the quality of applications. This prevents
us from measuring directly which experts provided the best information and who should
or should not have updated. This shortcoming is not unique to our study13, or, indeed to
scientific evaluation in practice. Typically, the results of evaluations do not materialize until
much later and, in many cases, the outcomes of false negative decisions are unlikely to be
observed as those projects never get funding and are not executed. Furthermore, expert
judgment is widely used as the ground truth of application quality (Chubin et al., 1990).
This consideration motivated us to use deviation in a focal reviewer’s scores from the scores
of other reviewers as an indirect measure of review quality.

Lastly, we do not directly link disparities in influence to competition outcomes. All of
these limitations are fruitful avenues for future work.

8. Conclusion

This experiment seeks to contribute to the sociological perspective on evaluation processes
(Lamont, 2012). Our contribution to this perspective is to address how a particular process
of evaluation, by virtue of evaluators’ embeddedness in society and culture, affects its winners
and the losers. We focused our attention on evaluation by panels of experts. Expert selection
panels are ubiquitous, particularly in scientific research, where the objects to be evaluated are
complex and require deep expertise, often from multiple individuals. Most research on panel
selection has focused on the panels’ composition. Yet the information from multiple experts
must be aggregated, and our experiment shows how inter-personal processes can affect whose
judgment does, or does not, drive the final decision. In particular, we found that information
among experts was exchanged and updated in ways consistent with a social rather than
epistemic groups perspective. In other words, even in an evaluation processes designed to
make social categories completely irrelevant, behavior had more to do with how individuals
divided the world into social categories than epistemic ones. Differences in updating by gender
and professional status are consistent with an attribution mechanism, in which individuals
belonging to particular social groups attribute different amount of competence to others. The
differences are also consistent with individuals differentially pursuing non-accuracy goals.
Although this study was not designed to distinguish between specific mechanisms underlying
differential updating, we believe its design provides suggestive evidence for how powerful,
and problematic, internalized beliefs can be as a pathway of influence imbalances in groups,
whether those are real or imagined. Even among world-class scientists and clinicians, those

13See (Li, 2017b) for an approach to resolving this problem
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achieving what many might view as the top of the scientific pyramid, social characteristics
like gender can lead to differential influence on group decisions.

Ignoring these group dynamics is likely to lead to a number of undesirable consequences
for evaluation. Organizations relying on expert panels may find that despite soliciting many
voices, the “effective” number of voices in the decision is substantially smaller. Furthermore,
they may find that despite organizing evaluation processes intended to be neutral with regards
to the gender or status of applicants, the outcomes, by virtue of evaluators’ professional
networks and disparities in influence, are nevertheless tilted towards particular groups.

The study further suggests that experience in the field does not alleviate the stereotypes,
social roles, and influence disparities. The subjects in this experiment were faculty with
multiple years, if not decades, of experience evaluating new research. The characteristics of
the task environment may be key. Peer review is an “environment” in which the feedback for
making correct or incorrect decisions is poor, if not minimal. Mistaken decisions may take
years or decades to become known, making it difficult for individuals to learn from them. It
is thus perhaps not surprising that a variety of biases can persist and affect such evaluation
processes (Kahneman and Klein, 2009).

In sum, we hope the study provides a methodological and a substantive take-home mes-
sage. Methodologically, the study shows how experiments can be executed in high-stakes
environments by creating “shadow” processes, which do not affect award decisions, and yet
enable social scientists to learn how the evaluations work. A shadow process can be an at-
tractive proposition for an organization that seeks to inform and improve its operations, but
faces resistance to experimenting on those operations. Lastly, we hope the study suggests
that evaluation processes in science and elsewhere, in which researchers and broader society
place tremendous confidence, may have inefficiencies and biases which can, and should, be
optimized.
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Figure 1: A: Distribution of professional rank by gender. B: Distribution of h-index by gender.
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Figure 2: A: Deviation (pts. away from mean overall score) by gender. B: Deviation by h-index. A
regression line with 95%-CI is superimposed.
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Figure 3: A: Distribution of update sizes – the number of points by which reviewers updated their scores,
regardless of direction. B: Mean and median update sizes vs. intensity of the stimulus. Each point
represents a review, and the points have been jittered to improve visibility. Both the mean and median
update sizes are around 1 pt. and do not vary substantially with stimulus intensity.
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Figure 4: Turn-over in winners pre- and post-treatment. Post-treatment rankings are for illustration
purposes only, as the actual awards were based on pre-treatment rankings.
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Figure 5: Blue points denote men’s “yes-or-no” decisions to update, and orange points denote women’s
decisions. The points have been jittered to improve visibility. The lines are OLS regression lines, with 95%
CIs.
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Tables

Group Type Effect Type Prediction of Epis-
temic Groups Per-
spective

Prediction of So-
cial Groups Per-
spective

Epistemic Epistemic in-group v.
out-group

out-group induces
more updating

no effect

Social Gender no effect women update more
than men

Social Gender representation no effect women update more
than men in more
male-dominated
settings

Social Status no effect high-status update
less than low-status

Table 1: Predictions of the epistemic groups and the social groups perspectives.
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Faculty rank Fraction of sample (#)

Professor 38% (106)
Associate professor 22% (61)
Assistant professor 26% (72)
Other (research scientists, instructor, etc.) 14% (38)

Table 2: Professional rank of reviewers.
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Condition Description # reviews
(# reviewers)

Control No exposure to external information 30 (30)
Treatment 1 External information from “scientists with

MESH terms like yours”
213 (156)

Treatment 2 External information from “data science re-
searchers”

178 (142)

Table 3: Assignment to experimental conditions. Assignment was done at the review, not
reviewer, level – therefore reviewers could have been assigned to more than one Treatment
condition.
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Variable Description Mean Count

female {0=male, 1=female} 31.0% 277
data expert {0=no, 1=yes} - Main work involves data science 49.6% 248
medium status {= 1 if h-index in the top 50-75% of the sample

(27 to 45), = 0 otherwise}
26.0% 274

high status {= 1 if h-index in the top 10-25% of the sample
(45 to 68), = 0 otherwise}

14.4% 274

very high status {= 1 if h-index in the top 10% of the sample (68
or greater), = 0 otherwise}

10.5% 274

professional rank {Professor, Associate professor, Assistant profes-
sor, Other}

277

Table 4: Summary of reviewer-level attributes used in the analysis. Reviewers assigned to
both treatment and control are included. However, only those reviewers assigned to
treatment were coded on data expert.
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Variable Description Mean Min Max SD Count

—Review variables—
low score Initial overall score in range 1-2 16.8% 0 1 71
medium score Initial overall score in range 3-6 70.0% 0 1 296
high score Initial overall score in range 7-8 13.2% 0 1 56
updated score {0=did not update overall score,

1=updated overall score}
43.7% 0 1 423

confidence Self-reported confidence in initial
score (1=lowest, 6=highest)

4.73 1 6 0.91 423

expertise Self-reported expertise in initial
score (1=lowest, 5=highest)

3.57 1 5 0.96 423

deviation |overall score original - mean(all
other overall scores of same
application)|

1.30 0 4.5 0.93 423

—Stimulus variables—
intensity Stimulus scores were presented

as a range of Overall Scores, e.g.
3-6, attributed to “other review-
ers” and chosen to be higher or
lower than overall score original.
stimulus intensity measures
how much the midpoint of this
range, e.g. 4.5, differs from
the reviewers original overall
score: |overall score original-
(highest score−lowest score)/2|

2.75 1.00 3.50 0.82 389

direction {0=Down, 1=Up} - Whether
the stimulus scores are below or
above the reviewers original over-
all score

53.0% 0 1 389

out group {0=false, 1=true} - True if the
discipline of the stimulus (“data
science researchers” or “life sci-
entists with MESH terms like
yours”) does not match the exper-
tise of the reviewer (data expert)

52.4% 0 1 393

Table 5: Review attributes.
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Table 6: Epistemic groups, stimulus direction, and initial scores

Dep. variable: Pr(updated score)

Model : (1) (2) (3)

out-group 0.004 -0.0001 0.022
(0.053) (0.053) (0.050)

direction X medium score 0.050 -0.008
(0.056) (0.061)

medium score (3 to 6) 0.378∗∗∗

(0.100)

high score (7,8) 0.284∗∗∗

(0.100)

controls N N Y

application FE Y Y Y

N 385 385 385
R2 0.000 0.002 0.199
F-statistic 0.005

(df=1;
337)

0.410
(df=2;
336)

4.682∗∗∗

(df=17;
321)

Note: *, **, *** denote statistical significance levels of 0.1, 0.05
and 0.01, respectively, for 2-sided tests. R2 is the within-application
variance explained, i.e. it does not include variance explained by
application fixed effects. Data include only those reviews assigned
to a treatment condition.
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Table 7: Gender and updating

Dep. variable: Pr(updated score)

Model : (4) (5) (6)

female 0.139∗∗ 0.125∗∗ 0.418∗∗∗

(0.056) (0.054) (0.146)

female X percent female −0.797∗∗

(0.369)

controls N Y Y

application FE Y Y Y

N 385 385 385
R2 0.016 0.199 0.210
F-statistic 5.698∗∗∗

(df=1;
337)

4.682∗∗∗

(df=17;
321)

4.732∗∗∗

(df=18;
320)

Note: *, **, *** denote statistical significance levels of 0.1, 0.05
and 0.01, respectively, for 2-sided tests. R2 is the within-application
variance explained, i.e. it does not include variance explained by
application fixed effects. Data include only those reviews assigned
to a treatment condition.
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Table 8: Status and updating.

Dep. variable: Pr(updated score)

Model : (7) (8) (9) (10)

h-index −0.003∗∗∗

(0.001)

(relative to: h-index bottom 33%)

h-index middle 33% 0.048
(0.066)

h-index top 33% −0.171∗∗

(0.065)

(relative to: h-index 0-50th percentile)

h-index 50-75th percentile -0.088 -0.106
(0.063) (0.068)

h-index 75-90th percentile -0.092 -0.045
(0.079) (0.088)

h-index 90-100th percentile −0.268∗∗∗ −0.238∗∗

(0.093) (0.096)

controls N N N Y

application FE Y Y Y Y

N 385 385 385 385
R2 0.028 0.038 0.027 0.199
F-statistic 9.677∗∗∗

(df=1;
337)

6.752∗∗∗

(df=2;
336)

3.044∗∗

(df=3;
335)

4.682∗∗∗

(df=17;
321)

Note: *, **, *** denote statistical significance levels of 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01, respec-
tively, for 2-sided tests. R2 is the within-application variance explained, i.e. it
does not include variance explained by application fixed effects. Data include only
those reviews assigned to a treatment condition.
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Appendix

Appendix A. Materials

The following figures present screenshots from the online platform used in the experiment.
Figure A.1 shows the page for the initial review. Figure A.2 shows the page used for the
treatment – reviewers were randomly assigned to receive the wording “scientists with MESH
terms like yours” or “data science researchers.” Figure A.3 shows the page used to update
reviews assigned to treatment. Figure A.4 shows the page used to update reviews assigned
to control.

Appendix B. Alternate statistical models

The estimates presented in Tables 6 to 8 were based on a linear probability model –
a regular panel OLS regression that treats the binary outcome variable {0=not updated,
1=updated} as if it were a continuous probability. Although linear probability models are
easy to interpret, they violate OLS assumptions, e.g. homoscedasticity (Greene, 2011, p.
727). Consequently, Table B.1 presents estimates from a conditional logit model (Greene,
2011, Sect. 18.2.3) using the full specification as in Section 5.5. The conditional logit model
accounts for fixed effects of the applications, and includes the same controls as before. The
direction, relative magnitude and statistical significance of all independent variables matches
the earlier linear probability model results.
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Table B.1: Log odds ratios from a conditional
logistic model predicting Pr(updated score=True)

out-group 0.168
(0.262)

interior X direction -0.108
(0.328)

female 2.256∗∗∗

(0.0.815)

female X percent female −4.285∗∗

(2.117)

(relative to: h-index 0-50th percentile)

h-index 50-75th percentile -0.507
(0.354)

h-index 75-90th percentile -0.178
(0.474)

h-index 90-100th percentile −1.348∗∗

(0.537)

medium overall score {3,4,5,6} 1.862∗∗∗

(0.540)

high overall score {7,8} 1.382∗∗∗

(0.532)

controls Y

application FE Y

N 385
R2 0.183
(max. possible R2 0.597)
Log Likelihood -138.083
Wald Test 51.600∗∗∗

(df=18)
LR Test 73.452∗∗∗

(df=18)

Note: *, **, *** denote statistical significance levels
of 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01, respectively, for 2-sided tests.
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Figure A.1: Instructions for initial review.
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Figure A.2: Treatment T1 - other reviews are attributed to “Life scientists with MESH term likes yours.”
Treatment T2, the other treatment arm, attributes other reviews to “data science researchers.”
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Figure A.3: Updating page shown to reviews assigned to treatment.
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Figure A.4: Updating page shown to reviews assigned to control.
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